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Summary
•
•
•
•
•

This story takes us to the beautiful mountains of Lebanon, an
unusual country in the Middle East

Distrust between two families keeps the children, Sameer and
Muna, apart, even though they might like to be friends

An old olive tree, overlooking their properties, causes trouble when
it comes time to harvest the olives
But a heartbreaking loss may hold seeds for growth

When “right versus wrong” doesn’t get anywhere, maybe listening
to one’s heart can help find an answer?

About the Book

When Muna and her family returned after the war, Sameer thought that
he would finally have someone to play with. Together they could climb and
eat from the big olive tree that overlooked both their gardens. But Muna
didn’t want to play or share the olives. And then, one night lightning struck
and everything changed! Find out if the two children can learn to put their
differences aside in order to share and work together?

The original version of this story won a fiction contest sponsored by
Highlights for Children in 1992, was published in the October 1993 issue of
Highlights, and in 1994 received the Paul A. Witty Short Story Award from
the International Reading Association. This is the first time it appears in
picture book format, with permission from Highlights for Children.
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“Marston subtly transforms the
story’s sadness into hope as the
children surprise each other with
acts of quiet generosity. . . . Ewart’s
watercolor illustrations deftly employ
color to signal the story ’s emotional
developments.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Marston’s understated text aptly
captures the children’s feelings and
their uneasy relationship. . . . A valid
story that shows how perceived
prejudice can be just as destructive as
actual hatred.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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Discussion Questions
1. What can you tell about Lebanon from looking at a map of the Middle East? [Very small, sort
of hemmed in by neighbors, a long coastline for trade and fishing and recreation; maybe high
mountains]
2. Many people think that Middle Eastern countries are mostly hot, flat, and barren. What does the
land of Lebanon look like to you, from this story?
3. Olives are hard and bitter when they’re harvested from the tree. Why do people bother with them?
Do you like olives? Did you ever imagine they could cause trouble between people? (Oil pressed
from olives is used for many things, from cooking to care of skin and hair, to medical uses. And
when the olives are prepared for eating, they ’re very tasty!)
4. The story doesn’t say exactly what made Muna’s family feel “different.” What do you suppose could
make some people in a village feel so different from others that they might want to leave?
5. After their quarrel, Sameer and Muna just ignore the olives that drop in Sameer’s yard. Have you
ever felt like wasting or even destroying something, just out of spite? (Because something had made
you very angry)
6. Have you ever had a dispute with someone over who had the better right to have something? (such
as a soccer ball, a bedroom, a friendship) How did it make you feel? And how did you settle it?
7. Why do you think the grownups just “drifted sadly back into their houses”?
8. After the tree is destroyed, and Muna sees what Sameer is doing, she makes important decisions.
What might she say, if she put those decisions in words?
9. What do you think Sameer might say, when he finds what she has done?
10. Who do you think is the “hero” in this story?
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